TOGETHER FOR AUTISM! 18th ANNUAL CONFERENCE

January 27, 2021
Dear Friends of Autism,
I would like to welcome you to the 18th Annual Together for Autism Conference. This
year presenting “HOT Topics in Autism” in the SUN City!
We are very excited to bring you nationally and internationally recognized speakers, as
well as speakers from our very own districts. They will share evidence-based practices
and strategies that will guide parents, professionals, and educators in the development of
both the educational and social programming of individuals with Autism Spectrum
Disorders.
Finally, I want to personally thank every individual with autism and the families that I
have had the pleasure of learning with and from. You ALL are the reason we love what we
do!
What another year this has been! We have ALL continued to adjust to this new normal
and work harder than ever imagined continuing to provide the BEST for our students,
families, and communities. But…you have done it! Be proud of all that you have
accomplished!

Sincerely,
Katherine Wellborn, M.Ed., C.A.S.
Project Manager-Autism Spectrum Disorders
Education Service Center-Region 19
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DAYS AT A GLANCE
January 27, 2022
7:30 a.m.-8:30 a.m.

Registration/Continental Breakfast

8:30 a.m.-9:00 a.m.

Welcome and Conference Opening

9:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.

Keynote Presentation

10:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

BREAK

10:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.

Keynote Continued

11:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Lunch (on your own-Food Trucks available)

1:00 p.m.-2:30 p.m.

Breakout Sessions

2:30 p.m.-2:45 p.m.

BREAK

2:45 p.m.-4:15 p.m.

Breakout Sessions (repeated)

January 28, 2022
7:30 a.m.-8:30 a.m.

Registration/Continental Breakfast

8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.

Breakout Sessions

10:00 a.m.-10:15 a.m.

BREAK

10:15 a.m.-11:45 a.m.

Breakout Sessions (repeated)

11:45 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Lunch (PROVIDED), door prizes, fun

1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.

Feature Session-FIVE MINUTE “HOT TOPICS”!

2:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m.

Closing Keynote
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Day One Sessions
Thursday, January 27, 2022
7:30 a.m.– 8:30 a.m.

Registration and “Coffee with the Vendors”

8:30 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

Welcome and Conference Opening

9:00 a.m.– 10:00 a.m.

Keynote Presentation: Anthony Ianni
“Relentless: Dreams, Goals and Aspirations!”

10:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Break with the Vendors, Photo Booth, Catching up with Colleagues!!!

10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

Keynote continued, Anthony Ianni

11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch on your own (Food Trucks Outside!)
Anthony Ianni
“The Relentless Tour: An Anti-Bullying Presentation”
Mission Trail Room
Dr. Kerry Magro, President/CEO, A Special Community
“Defining Autism-From Nonspeaking to Doctor in Education”
Trans Mountain Room

1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
(Select One Session)

Jennifer Brodbeck, Diane Flores, Elvia Flores, Clarissa Rivas and Candace Morales
“And Action! Situational Role Playing to Implement EBP Modeling”
Rio Grande Summit Room

Donna Cuevas and Claudia Perez
“You’ve got a Friend in Me: The Importance of Peer Support in the Classroom and
Beyond!”
Sunset Room
Ambra Sherrod
An Introduction to Verbal Behavior: Making Communication Easy!””
Scenic Drive Room
2:30 p.m. – 2:45 p.m.

Break with our Vendors
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Day One Sessions (cont.)
Thursday, January 27, 2022
Anthony Ianni
“The Relentless Tour: An Anti-Bullying Presentation”
Mission Trail Room
Dr. Kerry Magro, President/CEO, A Special Community
“Defining Autism-From Nonspeaking to Doctor in Education”
Trans Mountain Room

2:45 p.m. – 4:15 p.m.
(Select One Session)

Jennifer Brodbeck, Diane Flores, Elvia Flores, Clarissa Rivas and Candace Morales
“And Action! Situational Role Playing to Implement EBP Modeling”
Rio Grande Summit Room

Donna Cuevas and Claudia Perez
“You’ve got a Friend in Me: The Importance of Peer Support in the Classroom and
Beyond!”
Sunset Room
Ambra Sherrod
An Introduction to Verbal Behavior: Making Communication Easy!””
Scenic Drive Room
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Breakout Session Descriptions
Thursday 1:00 p.m.-2:30 p.m.

Session A

Mission Trail Room

“The Relentless Tour: An Anti-Bullying Presentation”
Anthony Ianni, Author, Advocate
This session is on my life story of growing up with autism and dealing with bullying and
overcoming the challenges of both. I also explain how your actions can affect those
around you more than you know.
Objectives:
1. Learners will understand how bullying can affect not just those on the autism spectrum,
but how it can affect everyone.
2. Being the change and making that change is crucial to put an end to bullying. Making a
positive change in your schools and communities can have a major impact on everyone.
3. A solid support system, a good network of family, friends, and professionals, will help
individuals on the spectrum achieve, and often exceed, the expectations they have for
themselves and that we all have for them.
4. Hope is essential. My story and the dream I now live will inspire people who are in the
middle of this journey. People who are part of the support system for individuals on the
spectrum will leave with more hope for their child, their family, or the clients they strive
so hard to serve.
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Session B

Trans Mountain Room

“Defining Autism: From Nonspeaking to Doctor in Education”
Dr. Kerry Magro, President/CEO, A Special Community
In this presentation you will hear from someone who was nonspeaking until 2.5 and now
today is a professional speaker who travels the country interviewing students impacted
by a diagnosis via the Facebook Page Kerry’s Autism Journey (over 214,000 followers) and
has given 100 scholarships for students with autism to go to college. Audience members
will be able to use this presentation as a toolkit of the first-person perspective of
someone on the autism spectrum.
Learning objectives:
•
•

•

To learn about the experiences of autistic people from the case studies of selfadvocates
For the attendees to gain awareness of special needs across the lifespan from
adolescence to transitional services when the school bus stops coming when these
children with autism become adults with autism
To leave with 10 tips on how to help people with autism across the lifespan

Session C

Sunset Room

“You’ve got a Friend in Me: The Importance of Peer Support in the
Classroom and Beyond”
Donna Cuevas, M.Ed., C.A.S. and Claudia Perez, M.Ed., Education Service Center Region 19
In this session, you will learn about the importance of fostering friendships in the
classroom and how it all begins with their peers. Teachers will learn strategies on how to
encourage and manage peer support in the classroom. Parents will also learn how to
implement similar skills at home using strategies that will be learned and practiced in this
session. Join us for a FRIENDtastic time!
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Session D

Rio Grande Summit Room

“And Action! Situational Role Playing to Implement EBP Modeling!”
Jennifer Brodbeck, M.Ed., BCBA, LBA, Diane Flores, M.Ed., Elvia Flores, M.Ed., Claudia
Chavez, M.Ed., Clarissa Mijares, M.Ed., and Candace Morales, M.Ed.
Participants will get into action by role playing different social scenarios to explore the
components of the evidence base practice of Modeling. The EBP of Modeling will be
presented through this hands-on, active, and fun session.
Participants will not only have the opportunity to act out scenarios, but they will also be
able to leave with ample ideas on how they can take Modeling into the classroom,
community, and home. Most importantly they will be able to make connections on how
Modeling can assist with behavior management, social skills, and self-advocacy.

Session E

Scenic Drive Room

“An Introduction to Verbal Behavior: Making Communication Easy!”
Ambra Sherrod, M.S., Education Service Center Region 2
This presentation will provide an overview of the elementary verbal operants, how they
can help educators with assessment and cultivating meaningful intervention, and how to
imbed opportunities for requesting within a regular routine in the classroom or at home.
This approach turns learners into speakers by teaching early speakers that their
communication system is valuable and communicating is easy.
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Keynote Speaker, Anthony Ianni
January 27, 2022

Author, Advocate, First NCAA Basketball Player with Autism
“Relentless: Dreams, Goals and Aspirations”
They said I would never go to college, never play sports, would grow up to live in a group
home. I was bullied, for all the ways that I was different than everybody else. But I
defied the predictions: Building on the challenges I overcame, I graduated from college
and became the first athlete in NCAA history with autism to play Division 1 college
basketball.
Under legendary coach Tom Izzo at Michigan State University, I played on the 2010 and
2012 Big Ten Championship teams and the 2010 Final Four team. Now, I am on a mission:
to educate and inspire everyone to be “Relentless” and to achieve their dreams and goals
in life.
In the last two years alone, I have reached 140,000 individuals in more than 200 schools,
colleges, camps, and summer programs all over the United States. My insights into autism
– gained from my own lived experience as a person on the spectrum and more than 5 years
of interacting directly with hundreds of thousands of individuals, young and old, on the
spectrum and off – provide the basis of my message to families, caregivers, and the
entire network of support available to individuals with autism.
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10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Break with our Vendors/Exhibitors, Photo
Booth and Catching up with Colleagues!
Get your door prize cards signed!

11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Lunch on your own (Day 1)
Food Trucks Available!

TSHA CEU’s Available-Be Sure to Go to the CEU Table
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Breakout Session Descriptions (cont.)
Thursday 2:45 p.m.-4:15 p.m.

Session F

Mission Trail Room

“The Relentless Tour: An Anti-Bullying Presentation”
Anthony Ianni, Author, Advocate
This session is on my life story of growing up with autism and dealing with bullying and
overcoming the challenges of both. I also explain how your actions can affect those
around you more than you know.
Objectives:
1. Learners will understand how bullying can affect not just those on the autism spectrum,
but how it can affect everyone.
2. Being the change and making that change is crucial to put an end to bullying. Making a
positive change in your schools and communities can have a major impact on everyone.
3. A solid support system, a good network of family, friends, and professionals, will help
individuals on the spectrum achieve, and often exceed, the expectations they have for
themselves and that we all have for them.
4. Hope is essential. My story and the dream I now live will inspire people who are in the
middle of this journey. People who are part of the support system for individuals on the
spectrum will leave with more hope for their child, their family, or the clients they strive
so hard to serve.
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Session G

Trans Mountain Room

“Defining Autism: From Nonspeaking to Doctor in Education”
Dr. Kerry Magro, President/CEO, A Special Community
In this presentation you will hear from someone who was nonspeaking until 2.5 and now
today is a professional speaker who travels the country interviewing students impacted
by a diagnosis via the Facebook Page Kerry’s Autism Journey (over 214,000 followers) and
has given 100 scholarships for students with autism to go to college. Audience members
will be able to use this presentation as a toolkit of the first-person perspective of
someone on the autism spectrum.
Learning objectives:
•
•

•

To learn about the experiences of autistic people from the case studies of selfadvocates
For the attendees to gain awareness of special needs across the lifespan from
adolescence to transitional services when the school bus stops coming when these
children with autism become adults with autism
To leave with 10 tips on how to help people with autism across the lifespan

Session H

Sunset Room

“You’ve got a Friend in Me: The Importance of Peer Support in the
Classroom and Beyond”
Donna Cuevas, M.Ed., C.A.S. and Claudia Perez, M.Ed., Education Service Center Region 19
In this session, you will learn about the importance of fostering friendships in the
classroom and how it all begins with their peers. Teachers will learn strategies on how to
encourage and manage peer support in the classroom. Parents will also learn how to
implement similar skills at home using strategies that will be learned and practiced in this
session. Join us for a FRIENDtastic time!
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Session I

Rio Grande Summit Room

“And Action! Situational Role Playing to Implement EBP Modeling!”
Jennifer Brodbeck, M.Ed., BCBA, LBA, Diane Flores, M.Ed., Elvia Flores, M.Ed., Claudia
Chavez, M.Ed., Clarissa Mijares, M.Ed., and Candace Morales, M.Ed.
Participants will get into action by role playing different social scenarios to explore the
components of the evidence base practice of Modeling. The EBP of Modeling will be
presented through this hands-on, active, and fun session.
Participants will not only have the opportunity to act out scenarios, but they will also be
able to leave with ample ideas on how they can take Modeling into the classroom,
community, and home. Most importantly they will be able to make connections on how
Modeling can assist with behavior management, social skills, and self-advocacy.

Session J

Scenic Drive Room

“An Introduction to Verbal Behavior: Making Communication Easy!”
Ambra Sherrod, M.S., Education Service Center Region 2
This presentation will provide an overview of the elementary verbal operants, how they
can help educators with assessment and cultivating meaningful intervention, and how to
imbed opportunities for requesting within a regular routine in the classroom or at home.
This approach turns learners into speakers by teaching early speakers that their
communication system is valuable and communicating is easy.
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Day Two Sessions
Friday, January 28, 2022
7:30 a.m.- 8:30 a.m.

Registration and “Coffee with the Vendors”

8:30 a.m.-11:45 a.m.

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Lisa Rogers
“Communication All Day Everyday: Changing Lives Forever”
Mission Trail Room

Anissa Moore
“BAM! Balancing Accommodations and Modifications in Inclusive Settings”
Trans Mountain Room
8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
(Select one session)

Carolynne Ayoub, Adriana Casado, Rosie Durán, Magda Galloza, Gilda Gil, Camille
Maldonado, Guillermina Núñez, Roxanne Parker, Miwa Resurreccion, Patricia Santibañez,
Lourdes Torres
“Their disABILITIES Make Us Stronger”
Rio Grande Summit Room

Katherine Wellborn, Lou Ann Rosario and Lisa McCuller
“Dr. Seuss, Adapted Books and Visual Strategies…I Can Read with My Eyes Shut!!”
Sunset Room
David J. Flood
“Connecting with and Supporting Your Students and their Families”
Scenic Drive Room
10:00 a.m.-10:15 a.m.

BREAK with Vendors
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Day Two Sessions (cont.)
Friday, January 28, 2022
Lisa Rogers
“Communication All Day Everyday: Changing Lives Forever”
Mission Trail Room

Anissa Moore
“BAM! Balancing Accommodations and Modifications in Inclusive Settings”
Trans Mountain Room
10:15 a.m.-11:45-p.m.
(Select one session)

Carolynne Ayoub, Adriana Casado, Rosie Durán, Magda Galloza, Gilda Gil, Camille
Maldonado, Guillermina Núñez, Roxanne Parker, Miwa Resurreccion, Patricia Santibañez,
Lourdes Torres
“Their disABILITIES Make Us Stronger”
Rio Grande Summit Room

Katherine Wellborn, Lou Ann Rosario and Lisa McCuller
“Dr. Seuss, Adapted Books and Visual Strategies…I Can Read with My Eyes Shut!!”
Sunset Room
David J. Flood
“Connecting with and Supporting Your Students and their Families”
Scenic Drive Room

11:45 a.m.-12:00 p.m..

Breakdown main conference walls / Break with Vendors / Pick Up Boxed Lunch

12:00 p.m.-1:00 p.m.

Lunch (provided) in the MAIN CONFERENCE ROOM / Door Prizes, FUN

1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.

Donna Cuevas, Anna Mondragon, Karina Martinez, Gilda Pote, Jennifer
Brodbeck, Sheryl Wilcox, Leah Wood, Lisa Ehlers McCuller, Anissa Moore,
Katherine Wellborn, Lisa Rogers and Diane Flores
“Feature Presentation: FIVE Minute “Hot Topics”!

2:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m.

David J. Flood
Closing Keynote: Dignity & Respect “Look on the Inside!”
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Breakout Session Descriptions
Friday 8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
Session A

Mission Trail Room

“Communication All Day Everyday: Changing Lives Forever”
Lisa Rogers, Educating Diverse Learners
When students are not able to communicate effectively, there are broad implications for
all aspects of life. A lack of communication can lead to limited academic success. A lack
of communication can lead to limited social relationships. A lack of communication can
lead to the presence of challenging behaviors. It only makes sense that when a student is
not able to communicate that they are tired or need a drink, they might act out in ways
to communicate that message through certain behaviors.
When children have opportunities to develop an effective means of communication
throughout their day, the impact on academic, social, and behavioral outcomes may be
significantly positive. Participants will leave with a variety of communication tools
including, but not limited to, choice boards, feelings charts, I need help cards, I need a
break cards, core vocabulary boards and more!

Session B

Trans Mountain Room

“BAM! Balancing Accommodations and Modifications in Inclusive
Settings”
Anissa Moore, M.Ed., BCBA, LBA
There's a lot of confusion about the difference between an accommodation for a student
and the need for a modification, even when it's laid out in the IEP. Which one is needed?
Which one is better? How will it be implemented? In this session, participants will be able
to compare and contrast instructional and behavioral accommodations with modifications,
understand the importance of PRST (presentation, response, setting, and timing), and
learn some basic gotta-have tools of the classroom that are effective for many students
with special and unique needs.
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Session C

Rio Grande Summit Room

“Their disABILITIES Make Us Stronger”
Carolynne Ayoub, Adriana Casado, Rosie Durán, Magda Galloza, Gilda Gil, Camille
Maldonado, Guillermina Núñez, Roxanne Parker, Miwa Resurreccion, Patricia Santibañez,
Lourdes Torres
As an educator, have you ever wondered why your students or families "seem"
disengaged, overwhelmed, and did not have your educational goals at the forefront of
their agenda? This session will allow you to delve into the lives of 11 special needs
families. You will learn of their trials, triumphs, and daily battles.
We will have a panel of some of the authors of the book “Hopelighting”, a Compilation of
stories by Children’s Disabilities Information Coalition and Dr. Guillermina “Gina” NúñezMchiri.
Hopelighting is a book by parents for parents, educators, and service providers who work
with children with disabilities. Through personal stories, words of encouragement,
wisdom, and empathy, we hope this book will provide support and encouragement for the
community in general so they can help us build a more inclusive world for people with
disabilities. Hopelighting gathers twenty-six personal stories that portray the different
experiences of mothers and sisters of children with disabilities. The bilingual format
reflects the place where the book was forged, the border between El Paso, Tx. and
Ciudad Juárez.
As Dr. Beverly Calvo, Associate Professor for Educational Psychology and Special
Services at UTEP comments: “Their stories are a present reminder that the road to
inclusivity begins with us. This book is a must-read for anyone working in educational,
medical, and social services fields”.
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Session D

Sunset Room

“Dr.Seuss, Adapted Books and Visual Strategies…I Can Read with My Eyes
Shut!!”
Katherine Wellborn, M.Ed., C.A.S., Lou Ann Rosario M.Ed., and Lisa Ehlers McCuller, Ed.S.
Education Service Center Region 19
Come explore how structured and visual strategies, focused on the 5 areas of reading
(Phonological Awareness, Phonics, Vocabulary, Fluency and Comprehension), can facilitate
success in reading for ALL of our students. In this session we will celebrate the
beloved children’s author Dr. Seuss by using his books to develop visual strategies
to support children with Autism, who often have superior visual-spatial skills and poor
auditory memory skills.
Join us as we actively learn about and create visual supports for the reading process and
celebrate reading (the STRUCTURED way)!
Participants can win door prizes AND will receive a Dr. Seuss book to adapt and a packet
of other visuals!!!

Session E

Scenic Drive Room

“Connecting With and Supporting Your Students and Their Families”
David J. Flood, Motivational Speaker and Father
Goal: To promote inclusion awareness, diversity, and support for students with Autism
and other disabilities.
In this session David will teach attendees how to view the families that they work with
from the family’s perspective.
His workshop will cover mental health ideas to help staff. He will provide 10-12 ways to
connect with students (both special needs and typical). There will be time left at the end
for questions and answers and so that attendees may share ideas.
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Breakout Session Descriptions (cont.)
Friday 10:15 a.m.-11:45 a.m.
Session F

Mission Trail Room

“Communication All Day Everyday: Changing Lives Forever”
Lisa Rogers, Educating Diverse Learners
When students are not able to communicate effectively, there are broad implications for
all aspects of life. A lack of communication can lead to limited academic success. A lack
of communication can lead to limited social relationships. A lack of communication can
lead to the presence of challenging behaviors. It only makes sense that when a student is
not able to communicate that they are tired or need a drink, they might act out in ways
to communicate that message through certain behaviors.
When children have opportunities to develop an effective means of communication
throughout their day, the impact on academic, social, and behavioral outcomes may be
significantly positive. Participants will leave with a variety of communication tools
including, but not limited to, choice boards, feelings charts, I need help cards, I need a
break cards, core vocabulary boards and more!

Session G

Trans Mountain Room

“BAM! Balancing Accommodations and Modifications in Inclusive
Settings”
Anissa Moore, M.Ed., BCBA, LBA
There's a lot of confusion about the difference between an accommodation for a student
and the need for a modification, even when it's laid out in the IEP. Which one is needed?
Which one is better? How will it be implemented? In this session, participants will be able
to compare and contrast instructional and behavioral accommodations with modifications,
understand the importance of PRST (presentation, response, setting, and timing), and
learn some basic gotta-have tools of the classroom that are effective for many students
with special and unique needs.
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Session H

Rio Grande Summit Room

“Their disABILITIES Make Us Stronger”
Carolynne Ayoub, Adriana Casado, Rosie Durán, Magda Galloza, Gilda Gil, Camille
Maldonado, Guillermina Núñez, Roxanne Parker, Miwa Resurreccion, Patricia Santibañez,
Lourdes Torres
As an educator, have you ever wondered why your students or families "seem"
disengaged, overwhelmed, and did not have your educational goals at the forefront of
their agenda? This session will allow you to delve into the lives of 11 special needs
families. You will learn of their trials, triumphs, and daily battles.
We will have a panel of some of the authors of the book “Hopelighting”, a Compilation of
stories by Children’s Disabilities Information Coalition and Dr. Guillermina “Gina” NúñezMchiri.
Hopelighting is a book by parents for parents, educators, and service providers who work
with children with disabilities. Through personal stories, words of encouragement,
wisdom, and empathy, we hope this book will provide support and encouragement for the
community in general so they can help us build a more inclusive world for people with
disabilities. Hopelighting gathers twenty-six personal stories that portray the different
experiences of mothers and sisters of children with disabilities. The bilingual format
reflects the place where the book was forged, the border between El Paso, Tx. and
Ciudad Juárez.
As Dr. Beverly Calvo, Associate Professor for Educational Psychology and Special
Services at UTEP comments: “Their stories are a present reminder that the road to
inclusivity begins with us. This book is a must-read for anyone working in educational,
medical, and social services fields”.
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Session I

Sunset Room

“Dr. Seuss, Adapted Books and Visual Strategies…I Can Read with My
Eyes Shut!!”
Katherine Wellborn, M.Ed., C.A.S., Lou Ann Rosario M.Ed., and Lisa Ehlers McCuller, Ed.S.
Education Service Center Region 19
Come explore how structured and visual strategies, focused on the 5 areas of reading
(Phonological Awareness, Phonics, Vocabulary, Fluency and Comprehension), can facilitate
success in reading for ALL of our students. In this session we will celebrate the
beloved children’s author Dr. Seuss by using his books to develop visual strategies
to support children with Autism, who often have superior visual-spatial skills and poor
auditory memory skills.
Join us as we actively learn about and create visual supports for the reading process and
celebrate reading (the STRUCTURED way)!
Participants can win door prizes AND will receive a Dr. Seuss book to adapt and a packet
of other visuals!!!

Session J

Scenic Drive Room

“Connecting With and Supporting Your Students and Their Families”
David J. Flood, Motivational Speaker and Father
Goal: To promote inclusion awareness, diversity, and support for students with Autism
and other disabilities.
In this session David will teach attendees how to view the families that they work with
from the family’s perspective.
His workshop will cover mental health ideas to help staff. He will provide 10-12 ways to
connect with students (both special needs and typical). There will be time left at the end
for questions and answers and so that attendees may share ideas.
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11:45 a.m. Re-Set Conference Room
Pick Up Boxed Lunch and Turn in Door
Prize Cards

VISIT OUR VENDORS!!

12:00 p.m.-1:00 p.m. LUNCH (Provided),
Door Prizes and FUN!!!
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Feature Session
Five Minute “HOT Topics”!!
1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.

Donna Cuevas, Anna Mondragon, Karina Martinez, Gilda Pote, Jennifer
Brodbeck, Sheryl Wilcox, Leah Wood, Lisa Ehlers McCuller, Anissa
Moore, Katherine Wellborn, Lisa Rogers and Diane Flores

Most of us know that individuals on the autism spectrum tend to learn best using visual
supports rather than through auditory input. Seeing it, rather than saying it, helps the
person retain and process the information. Temple Grandin, one of the most famous
women in the world with autism, describes being a visual thinker and how she “thinks in
pictures”.
We also know that making some of these visual strategies can be time consuming or not
readily available when we need them!
In this “HOT Topic” session you will be reminded of twelve of the WONDERFUL visual
tools you may have forgotten about or learn a few new ones.
ALL participants will be given the QR CODE and access for EVERY visual strategy
TEMPLATE presented to easily click, print, and USE!!!! YAY!
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Closing Keynote Speaker, David J. Flood
2:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m.

Motivational Speaker, Father
“Dignity & Respect- “Look on the Inside”
David’s narrative as a youth speaker comes first hand; he grew up impacted by addiction
in his family; he married and became a father of two children, his oldest is a special
needs son; he is active in his church; he is a hospice volunteer who visits with terminally ill
patients; and is on the board of K.I.D.S. Plus, Inc. a non-profit organization which helps
special needs children through sports and other activities. David attends meetings and
participates in activities with The Anti-Bias Consortium Nassau County Schools. He is a
member of The Northport-East Northport Drug and Alcohol Task Force.
David’s life teaches him every day about dignity, understanding, patience, forgiveness,
and most of all unconditional love. As a youth motivational speaker David has spoken in 38
states and Canada to over 400,000 students, inspiring them to look at people and things
in a different way. His Facebook videos have received over 100 million views. He speaks
with passion and conviction and through his humility, leaves his audience with so much to
think about in their formative years as they move into their future.
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THANK YOU SPONSORS!
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*CEU’s, Hours and Certificates will be provided for attending full conference only
THUMB DRIVE of printable VISUALS and Feature Presentation provided to ALL at the end of
day 2

THANK YOU!!
See you next year
19th Annual Together for Autism
Conference
January 26-27, 2023
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